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Próżnia do wypełnienia.  
Europa Środkowo-Wschodnia  
w czasach ‘geografii bez Niemców’
Abstrakt
Artykuł omawia strategie udziału w międzynarodowym życiu 
naukowym geografów z Europy Środkowo-Wschodniej, przede 
wszystkim z Polski. Utrzymujący się prawie do połowy lat trzy-
dziestych bojkot Niemiec i ich byłych sojuszników stanowił dla 
tej grupy poważne wyzwanie i z czasem coraz większą przeszko-
dę we własnym rozwoju. Najciekawszą próbą przezwyciężenia 
marginalizacji okazały się zjazdy geografów słowiańskich orga-
nizowane od 1924 roku. Ostatecznie największy prestiżowy suk-
ces na tym polu, warszawski kongres Unii Geograficznej w 1934 
roku, stał się zarazem okazją do powrotu niemieckich geogra-
fów na forum międzynarodowe.
Słowa  kluczowe: geografia, Unia Geograficzna, zjazdy słowiańskich  
geografów, bojkot nauki niemieckiej 
1. Introduction
The First World War was a blow for international scientific cooperation. 
The conflict started with official statements and accusations directed by 
academic bodies against their colleagues on the other side of  the front.1 
Then, symbolic gestures followed: resignations and exclusions of  for-
eign academia members and elimination of  (now, suddenly) ‘hostile’ 
elements within scientific societies.2 The post-war boycott of  the Ger-
man science (and the parallel German boycott of  Entente’s academic 
institutions and events) grew up on a fertile soil of  nationalist prejudice 
and hatred of  the preceding years. At the same time, it was a coordinat-
ed action aiming at changing the balance of  power within international 
academia mostly through replacing the existing collective bodies with 
new organizations with the International Research Council, founded in 
1  Kultur und Krieg 1996; Warland 2011, pp. 427–455.
2  Kleinere Mitteilungen 1915, p. 189.
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Brussels in 1919, as the main institution in the field of  inter-state sci-
entific coordination. As noted by Roswitha Reinbothe, 
The primary objective of  this project of  the Allies was to 
prevent reconstruction of  the pre-war dominance of  Ger-
man scientists, the German language and German publi-
cations in the area of  international scientific cooperation.3
This article deals with the strategies used by geographers in Central 
and Eastern Europe (denoting Poland, Czechoslovakia, the Kingdom 
of  Serbs Croats and Slovenes, Romania, and Bulgaria) to ‘domesticize’ 
this new situation, and to improve their own position within interna-
tional science. Paradoxically, to achieve the status they desired it proved 
necessary to gradually normalize their relations with German and Aus-
trian colleagues. All this will be analysed on the basis of  published and 
archival sources concerning main geographical and geological confer-
ences of  the inter-war period with relation to the topic as well as indi-
vidual correspondence between geographers from Central and Eastern 
Europe and Germany.
2. International Congresses
Geography was no exception in the trend to eliminate whoever and 
whatever could have a connection to Germany or its former allies. In 
response to the demands of  French and Belgian institutions boycott 
was held consequently and for quite a long period of  time. This meant 
that the renewed scientific life virtually passed Germany by and so it 
did to its former allies: Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria. Moreover, the 
fiercest adherents of  the boycott (the French and the Belgians) also at-
tempted to take control over colleagues from the neutral states to en-
sure that they did not let Germans in through the backdoor. There is 
some irony in the fact that the first holes in this wall were made not 
by the neutrals but by the American Rockefeller Foundation and the 
Japanese Hoshi Endowment, private-owned institutions devoted to 
financing science. In the early 1920s, they both initiated schemes to 
3  Reinbothe 2010, p. 162.
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support German and Austrian research projects.4 The boycott proved 
to be decisively more effective in the case of  international events, con-
gresses and conferences.
The consequences were serious. They manifested themselves already 
during the first post-war geologists’ congress in Brussels, 1922. In the 
preparation phase the organisers of  the event announced that none of  
the academics from countries which had been former enemies to Bel-
gium would be welcome. Yet, the effects of  this strategy went far be-
yond the intended marginalisation of  Germany. The responsible were 
the wartime neutrals, who refused to subscribe to the boycott. In re-
action to the organizers’ statement Sweden suggested that it would be 
ready to host the congress, thus allowing former enemies to meet on 
the neutral ground. This offer, however, proved unacceptable to Brus-
sels as it would be a disaster to Belgium’s image. Following Belgian re-
fusal, Sweden withdrew from the congress. Norway, Finland and Brazil 
followed soon, and Holland restricted its participation to individual re-
searchers. Quite obviously, Soviet geologists were not invited, which, 
however, did not raise any controversies at that time.5
The Cairo and Cambridge geographical congresses, held respec-
tively in 1925 and 1928, followed suit. In the first case, the German, 
Austrian and Hungarian geographical societies issued official protests 
to the International Geographical Union. As a consequence, Sweden, 
Norway, Denmark and Finland abstained from participation. Holland 
and the USA did not send their official delegates to Egypt either; only 
some individuals took part in the congress as private scholars. In Cam-
bridge the organizers succeeded in restricting the ‘losses’ to Germany, 
Austria, Hungary and Soviet Russia lone. This time Sweden and Hol-
land participated.
The impact of  these disturbances on geographers in Central and 
Eastern Europe was not evident. In theory, the sudden disappearance 
of  such science centres as Germany, Austria and Hungary from the in-
ternational scene could elevate the position of  their Central and Eastern 
European neighbours who, would quasi-automatically get more space 
to present their own research. But this effect of  the boycott remained 
4  Schroeder-Gudehus 2012, pp. 19–43.
5  Lencewicz 1922a, pp. 1–8. 
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restricted to statistics. As a matter of  fact, new and enlarged countries, 
Poland in the first place, could register a stellar growth in numbers of  
the congress participants. Yet, sheer numbers did not translate either 
into the quality of  the congress presentations, or to the country’s politi-
cal influence in international organizations. Reports published following 
the congresses by leading local scientific journals raised doubts wheth-
er a young and poor state really should be so generous in financing the 
exotic tourism of  the geographers and, much worse, also non-scientific 
personnel of  the delegations. Shortly after the Cairo congress, during 
which Poland had the third-largest representation (after the French and 
the Italian), Stanisław Pawłowski, a geography professor from Poznań, 
criticized the organization of  the delegation. He noted that the effects 
of  the congress were in no relation to the costs, while the scientist ra-
tio in the Polish delegation to Egypt failed to reach even 50 per cent. 
Despite their presence, they did not even chair any of  the sections.6
The boycott was not only a personal and political matter. It also had 
an impact on the selection of  themes discussed on the congresses and 
on some technicalities. Both proved detrimental to geographers from 
Central and Eastern Europe. The German language was, understand-
ably, banned from the post-war congresses. Yet, this move affected not 
only Germany and Austria, but also a large numbers of  specialists from 
Poland, Romania, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. Prior to 1914, Vien-
na and Berlin were the main centres of  geographical research in the re-
gion and they attracted the cream of  geography students from the whole 
region. Above all, Albrecht Penck’s seminar in Vienna and, after 1906, 
in Berlin excelled in gathering the biggest names of  the early 20th cen-
tury Central and Eastern European geographical science including such 
scholars as Eugeniusz Romer, Stanisław Pawłowski, Jovan Cvijić, Simion 
Mehedinţi, Viktor Dvorský, Jerzy Smoleński, Niko Županić, Pavle Vu-
jević, Alexandru Dimitrescu-Aldem, and Ludomir Sawicki.7 Not only to 
these scholars was German the first and sometimes the only foreign lan-
guage actively used. Romer, one of  the brightest among them, started to 
learn English no sooner than during the war. As his correspondence with 
Isaiah Bowman, President of  the American Geographical Society, shows, 
6  Lencewicz 1925, pp. 127–143.
7  Górny 2017, pp. 20–21.
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the effects still left a lot to be desired in the early 1920s.8 To Romer’s col-
leagues whose linguistic abilities did not go beyond fluent German such 
linguistic restrictions were a serious obstacle. As the Germans and the 
Austrians were absent anyway, other German-users were the actual vic-
tims to the post-war linguistic regulations of  the geographers’ societies.
Besides language, professional questions mattered, too. With the 
Germans, the Austrians, the Hungarians and the Russians absent, some 
of  the geographical phenomena typical for Central and Eastern Europe 
disappeared from the congress agendas. In Brussels one of  the initially 
planned sections was devoted to the phenomenon of  glaciation. Yet, in 
the face of  the minimal participation of  the countries excelling in gla-
cial research, this section had to be eliminated from the programme.9
There were also some other reasons not to celebrate the German 
absence. Soon it became obvious that – also in symbolic terms – the 
standing of  Central and Eastern Europe had not improved with the 
elimination of  Vienna, Berlin, Budapest and Sofia from the international 
scientific exchange. Long and frustrating attempts by leading Polish ge-
ographers to invite the most prestigious geographical congress to War-
saw can serve as an example of  this misery. The first to officially touch 
upon this question during the congress in Cairo was the Polish-American 
expert in polar research, Henryk Arctowski. His appeal fell on deaf  ears 
despite positive reactions of  the audience.10 The decision was to be tak-
en during the nearest official congress of  the International Geographic 
Union (the Cairo meeting had not been acknowledged as such). How-
ever, when the time came and Eugeniusz Romer announced the Polish 
intention to organise the next congress to the gathering at Cambridge, 
he was informed that the decision had already been taken. To his disap-
pointment France had been chosen. In an attempt to save what could be 
saved, Romer tried to persuade the Union’s leadership to keep the next 
free date for Poland, that is to declare Warsaw as the host of  the 1934 
congress. But he was refused, again, this time with an argument that such 
a long-term decision would collide with the Union’s statute.11
8  Seegel 2012, p. 250.
9  Lencewicz 1922a, p. 3.
10  Lencewicz 1925, p. 134.
11  Lencewicz 1922a, p. 229.
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Soon another incident exacerbated the relationship between Poland 
and the leadership further. The point of  contention was the so-called 
the Millionth Map (International Map of  the World). This ambitious 
project originated from Albrecht Penck’s idea in 1891. The idea was to 
cover the whole surface of  Earth with normalized maps of  1:1 000 000 
scale. The idea sounded quite straightforward, but it proved to be a bone 
of  contention for Europe’s cartographers. As a rule, all toponyms were 
to follow their original form in Latin alphabet. In practice rivers or 
mountain chains changed their names according to the language used 
on a given map and largely corresponding to the language of  the state 
they were placed in. The problem was that the squares of  the Millionth 
Map sheets were not synonymous with political borders. A minor issue 
prior to 1914, this question became tricky after territorial reconstruc-
tion of  Europe in the wake of  the Paris Peace Conference of  1919. 
Linguistic problems multiplied while maps became a matter of  political 
prestige to the new and enlarged states. The idea of  international co-
operation that inspired Penck’s project gave way to international com-
petition. In the words of  Stanisław Lencewicz, a Polish participant of  
the Millionth Map project:
When it comes to the sheets of  the International Map, 
there are six of  them covering our state’s territory, how-
ever, none of  them belongs to it fully. The largest frag-
ment of  Poland belongs to the map ‘Kraków’; the map 
‘Warszawa’ exceeds Polish borders by more than a half. 
Nevertheless, we should concentrate precisely on these 
two sheets, even though the Free State of  Gdańsk, East 
Prussia, stripes of  Lithuania and Czechoslovakia will also 
figure there. We cannot afford to wait until the Germans 
get the politically-loaded idea to do ‘Warsaw’ for us while 
the Czechoslovaks do the same with ‘Kraków’.12
Lencewicz’s fear was justified by prior experiences. There had already 
been cases of  such ‘aggressive takeover’ in the history of  the Millionth 
Map. During the war, provisory sheets covering Central and Eastern 
12  Lencewicz 1922b, pp. 81–91, quot. P. 88. Unless otherwise stated all translations 
by the author.
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Europe had been published in Great Britain. In the opinion of  Lence-
wicz they were a disaster:
The sheets done by the British are just awful! Perhaps due 
to negligence or ignorance of  basic cartographic material; 
suffice it to say that the part covering former Russian parti-
tion [of  Poland] is based on the 1:420 000 scale map while 
the whole of  splendid Russian cartographic publications 
of  the recent twenty years had been completely ignored. 
Railways follow sheer phantasy; take just the line going 
straight from Kraków to Piotrków. Toponymy not only 
contradicts the rules [of  the Millionth Map] but it is gen-
erally an awful mix of  Russian, English and French. Most 
of  the names cannot be recognised either by a Pole, or by 
a foreigner. Kunev, for example, represents Okuniew, Meji-
reyche – Międzyrzec, and Shchebreshin – Szczebrzeszyn.13
The situation escalated. During the Cambridge congress an exhibi-
tion of  the Millionth Map sheets was presented, including some pre-
pared by German cartographers and covering fragments of  Polish and 
Czechoslovak territory. Romer protested but his request to remove the 
maps was rejected.
This was not the end of  Polish failures at Cambridge. After the Mil-
lionth Map protest and the invitation to Warsaw had been rejected, 
Romer wished at least to inform the congress about the proceedings 
of  the Second Congress of  Slavic Geographers held in various Polish 
cities in 1927. The organisers refused, again. An author with “Przegląd 
Geograficzny” speculated that the reason was the Union’s unwillingness 
to sanction national or regional particularisms.14
3. Among the Slavs
The Union’s reluctance to accept regional competition had been, in-
deed, one of  its long-term strategies. To some extent this attitude was 
shared by the initiators of  regional cooperation themselves. Lencewicz, 
13  Ibidem, p. 86.
14  Lencewicz 1925, p. 229.
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for example, commented the foundation of  the Society of  Carpathi-
an Geographers initiated by Henryk Arctowski during the congress in 
Brussels with his colleagues from Czechoslovakia, Romania and King-
dom of  Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, and warned that, although useful, 
it might lead to disintegration of  the geographers’ international unity 
represented by the congress.15
Despite such fears, the idea of  scientific cooperation within Central 
and Eastern Europe gained popularity. It materialised in the form of  
the Congresses of  Slavic Geographers and Ethnographers, the first of  
which was held in Prague in 1924 under honorary leadership of  Jovan 
Cvijić. One of  its organisers, Stepan Rudnyc’kyj, was another disciple 
of  Albrecht Penck, and a Ukrainian scholar whose tenure at Ľviv Uni-
versity was not prolonged for political reasons, and who was now teach-
ing at the Ukrainian Free University in Prague. From the very start it 
was evident that Slavic congresses would be no less political than their 
international incarnation. There was neither formal nor organizational 
continuity between the two. Huge gatherings undoubtedly contributed 
to the integration of  the milieu; the first congress gathered 300, and the 
second, held in Warsaw in 1927, over 500 scientists. In a way, they as-
pired to play a connecting role that used to belong to the German sci-
ence prior to 1918. One of  the participants of  the third congress (held 
in 1930) put it clearly:
Finally, one must admit that the Slavic Geographical Con-
gresses already bore some fruit. True, we haven’t pro-
duced all-Slavic scholarly syntheses, but we have gathered 
information concerning scholarly output and geographical 
physiognomy of  the three countries; response to our scien-
tific work reaches us without the intermediary of  the Ger-
man scientific journals as it used to be before and therefore 
we are getting far more such information than before. Be-
fore we succeed in acquiring rights equal to great nations 
on the international congress, we may win an international 
standing and contacts on a lower level.16
15  Lencewicz 1922a, p. 4.
16  Lencewicz 1930, pp. 115–121, quot. p. 121.
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Slavic congresses were inspired and run by the elite of  Central 
and Eastern Europe’s geographers. Besides Romer, Ludomir Sawic-
ki and Stanisław Pawłowski, this group included, among others, Jan 
Czekanowski, Niko Županić, Viktor Dvorský, Václav Švambera, Jerzy 
Smoleński, Jovan Cvijić, Jiří Daneš, Anastas Ishirkov and Borivoje Mi-
lojević. Slavic congresses set new traditions also in symbolic terms. The 
initiators decided to admit French as an official language and excluded 
German. This was not at all original, yet the other linguistic rule distin-
guished Slavic congresses among international scientific events of  the 
time. Participants unable or unwilling to speak French were encouraged 
to use any Slavic language instead, preferably their native tongue. There 
was also some originality in the selection of  countries admitted to this 
academic organisation. Bulgaria, although quite recently in the war on 
Germany’s side and still absent in the international scientific life, was 
present already from the first congress.
Slavic congresses connected scholars and facilitated circulation of  
knowledge. Simultaneously, they also gave hosts the possibility to pur-
sue propaganda. Conference excursions belonged to the favourite means. 
On the occasion of  the first congress in Prague, participants were invited 
to see Slovakia where they were instructed by Karel Domin, a botanist, 
on the ‘floristic unity’ of  Czechoslovakian lands.17 The Polish organiz-
ers of  the subsequent meeting initially planned to shuttle their guests to 
all border areas of  the country. Due to transport-related problems and 
high costs the idea was dropped and travels reduced to an absolute mini-
mum (being, in fact, quite ambitious as such) including Warsaw, Kraków, 
the Tatra Mountains, Vilnius, L’viv and the Galician oil fields.18 The or-
ganizers of  the third congress held in Yugoslavia in 1930 pushed this 
idea to the limit. The excursions were designed to show the participants 
the meaning of  the loss of  Rijeka to Yugoslavia. To achieve this aim the 
scholars were taken by train from the suburbs of  this city to Ljubljana, 
a distance of  less than 100 kilometres. Due to border changes such a trip 
took them a whole day; making it thus blatantly clear how unfair it was 
to let Italy annex the direct railway connection between the two cities.19
17  Zaborski 1925, pp. 119–126.
18  Smoleński 1927, pp. 100–105; Vujević 1924, pp. 88–91.
19  Lencewicz 1930, pp. 115–121.
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The fourth (and last) Congress of  Slavic Geographers and Ethnog-
raphers took place in Bulgaria in 1935. As before, all Slavic languages 
were allowed in the presentations and discussions. At the same time the 
number of  papers in French grew by only a little. Side effects of  this 
decision were identified by one of  the congress reporters:
As during prior congresses, the topics were not clearly out-
lined so that section panels resembled a mosaic of  multiple 
unconnected problems which did not inspire any discus-
sion on facts. Slavic languages, used by the majority of  ref-
erents, proved to be a serious obstacle because most of  the 
speakers seemed unaware of  the fact that the audience they 
spoke to did not know their native language and could only 
understand the content with some effort.20
Besides linguistic issues, Slavic congresses suffered from all diseases 
of  scholarly socializing. Papers were of  unequal value, the hosts (over)
used their right to dominate, both in numbers and in setting confer-
ence topics, and did not hesitate to use more or less subtle propaganda 
about their modernizing efforts and territorial postulates. The highly 
idealistic idea to allow every Slavic language made communication hard-
er. As seen in Sofia, when led to its logical conclusion, such a rule made 
the scholarly debate nearly impossible. Most probably, a considerable 
part of  the participants would find it easier to communicate in their 
best-known conference language, i.e. in German. Yet, there were no 
prospects of  reintroducing German due to political reasons. The other 
weakness that Slavic congresses shared with post-war international sci-
entific gatherings was connected to the exclusion of  Germany, Austria 
and Hungary as well. It degraded the academic rate of  these confer-
ences. Quite obviously, there was no such a thing as ‘Slavic geography’, 
the very category ‘Slavic’ being derived from linguistics and not from 
geography. The interference of  both spheres was never sufficiently ex-
plained, let alone convincingly substantiated. Guests from Romania, 
Austria, Hungary or, indeed, Germany would have been at least equally 
capable of  discussing the same problems of  Earth surface or cartogra-
phy speaking of  the same geographical space. 
20  Kondracki 1935, pp. 139–150, quot. p. 141.
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Despite their restrictive formula, Slavic congresses succeeded in fa-
cilitating scholarly exchange. Perhaps not so much via official proceed-
ings but rather behind the scenes, during unofficial meetings and travels 
(some) ‘Slavic geographers’ got to know each other better. No more, 
but no less.21 Such an understanding of  this impact seems to be typical 
for the elite of  the regional geography of  the time. Also, growing time 
gaps between consecutive congresses hint at a utilitarian attitude of  the 
participants and organisers. Three years divided the first from the sec-
ond and the second from the third. The fourth was delayed while the 
fifth, planned for 1940, never happened.
The first and foremost reason for the slow demise of  Slavic coop-
eration seems to be the Polish success in attracting the Geographical 
Congress to Warsaw. The decision was voted on in Paris and this time 
Romer’s request was answered positively.22 Slavic cooperation lost its 
raison d’être at least from the perspective of  Poland.
4. Germany’s return
The Warsaw Geographical Congress came down in the history of  the 
discipline as the first post-war gathering to include the German del-
egation. Yet, even earlier some attempts at a normalization could be 
spotted. Cvijić, the oldest disciple of  Albrecht Penck, was one of  the 
pioneers. As President of  the Academy of  Sciences in Belgrade he felt 
obliged to support international contacts of  the Yugoslav science, in-
cluding Germany. Penck’s was the first address he contacted.23 It was 
then followed by German-language exchanges with Ernst Nowack, the 
specialist for Albania, and others24. In 1924, Cvijić and Penck met in 
person on the occasion of  the latter’s visit to another of  his former stu-
dents, Zheko Radev in Sofia.25 Gradually, academic contacts between 
Germany and Central and Eastern Europe returned to the norm, albe-
it never so cordial as prior to 1914. Publication exchange and research 
21  Ibidem, p. 141.
22  The Paris Congress 1931, pp. 544–550. 
23  ASANU, Fond Jovan Cvijić, sign. 13484–953–48, Letter from 6 July, 1920.
24  AfG, Nachlaß Ernst Nowack, sign. 238/223, Letter from 19 June 1925 and the 
following correspondence with S.M. Milojević (sign. 239/288). 
25  AfG, Nachlaß Albrecht Penck, sign. 871/3, Erinnerungen, Ch. 51.
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travels belonged to the popular topics along with mutual discontent 
with the post-war conditions of  scientific work. The latter may be il-
lustrated with a fragment of  a letter to Nowack in spring 1930 from 
Károly Roth’s, a Hungarian geologist in Debrecen (where he obtained 
a tenure after the First World War):
The conditions at our provincial universities are pretty 
harsh. There is a newly-founded institute here which lacks 
everything. You have to organize everything, preferably 
for free. I do not have any assistants and I am obliged to 
teach not only geology and palaeontology but also min-
eralogy and petrography. [...] Add to it practical exercises 
basically in all these disciplines – there are 50 students of  
mine. [...] And still this position gives me a lot of  joy and 
satisfaction for I do have the most precious thing which is 
complete independence.26
In the period when Germany and its former allies still remained a pa-
riah of  international academic institutions, joint publications were yet 
another link connecting them to the rest of  the world. In 1924, a rep-
resentative selection of  the region’s best geographers met on the pages 
of  a Festschrift for Jovan Cvijić.27 On the pages of  this book a French-
man, Emmanuel de Martonne, a German, Albrecht Penck and a Pole, 
Eugeniusz Romer came much closer to each other than they could in 
normal life. All three used this opportunity to return to their pre-war 
academic interests, that is: geomorphology. They solidarily spared the 
Serbian jubilee any political allusions.
This gradual normalization was not an idyll, though. In Germany, 
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary (and consequently also in Roma-
nia) a considerable number of  scholars got involved in nationalist po-
lemics around the postulates of  territorial revision. More often than 
not, maps published in Germany would ignore post-1918 borders in the 
East completely. Besides, in the first half  of  the 1920s, scientific material 
gathered under former German and Austro-Hungarian occupation re-
gimes in Serbia, Montenegro, Poland, and Romania figured prominently 
26  AfG, Nachlaß Ernst Nowack, sign. 239/518, Letter from 18 April, 1930.
27  Zbornik radova 1924.
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among the research topics of  German and Austrian geographers and 
ethnographers. The wave of  publications devoted to ethnology, geog-
raphy and racial anthropology of  Central and Eastern Europe coincid-
ed with the growth of  politically loaded revisionist geography.28
All this had an impact on the German reaction when an invitation to 
Warsaw international geographical congress came, though it was guid-
ed by the new philosophy of  the Nazi state above all. German geog-
raphers manifested discipline and subordination to the politics of  the 
state. The head of  the delegation, Ludwig Mecking, a Münster geogra-
pher, in a letter to his colleagues preached:
I remind once more that the authorities demand very clear-
ly that the representatives of  the German Reich act in an 
organized fashion as a group. Before the congress starts, 
they will meet in Berlin, all staying in the same hotel, and 
they will travel together. In Warsaw, alike, common accom-
modation and coordinated discussion will be necessary. 
An official delegation will be formed and it will be led by 
a leader (Führer).29
German participants went through a series of  preparatory meetings 
with experts from the Foreign Ministry. It was decided that congress 
excursions that would lead to formerly German areas, were to be avoid-
ed.30 Speakers received detailed instructions. They were forbidden to 
exceed the time of  their presentations – a means to avoid the painful 
situation in which Polish organizers would dare to “silence a German 
geographer”.31 They were also advised not to lose their watchfulness. 
It was suspected that the Poles (Romer in the first place) would do ev-
erything to use the congress against the interests of  the Reich.
The German suspicion was confirmed quite soon. A couple of  
months before the congress, a poster was sent to foreign institutions 
28  AfG, Deutsche Geographentage, sign. 35–46. See also: Der XX. Deutsche Geo-
graphentag 1921, pp. 164–177.
29  AfG, Nachlaß Hans Mortensen, sign. 886–4/551, Ludwig Mecking an die Mit-
glieder des Verbandes d.H.d.G., 25 May, 1934.
30  AfG, Nachlaß Hans Mortensen, sign. 886–4/587, Mecking to members of  the 
labour union of  academic teachers in geography, 12 June, 1934.
31  AfG, Nachlaß Hans Mortensen, sign. 886–4/628, Letter from 22 June, 1934.
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and organizations. German addressees were astonished and angry to 
see a schematic map of  Poland covering also the territory of  Danzig. 
In a normal situation such a question would probably be ignored. The 
poster map was an artistic, rather than cartographic, vision and the ter-
ritory of  the Free City was tiny enough not to be meticulously singled 
out. But the Polish-German relations of  the time proved far from nor-
mal. Not only was an official protest sent to Romer, but both Germa-
ny and the Free City of  Danzig approached also Isaiah Bowman, who 
held the post of  President of  the Geographic Union. A professor from 
Danzig, Nicolaus Creutzburg, wrote to him that:
The preparatory committee to the Warsaw Congress or-
dered a poster and shipped it to foreign countries to pop-
ularise the congress. This poster has enormous meaning 
in one particular place, which has the power to cause grave 
disorientation to the spectator. It features the map of  the 
Polish state. The territory of  the Free City of  Danzig has 
been not only painted with a light grey colour, same as the 
rest of  the Polish territory, but in addition to that, no bor-
der line between the Free City of  Danzig and Polish terri-
tory has been marked. In consequence, the territory of  the 
Free City of  Danzig looks as if  it was fully integrated into 
Poland. Contrary to that, all other neighbouring countries 
have been painted with a darker colour with all remaining 
political borders set in a proper place.
You, dear Professor Bowman, belonged to the commis-
sion that, in 1919, settled the border line between Poland 
and Germany and Poland and Danzig within the frames 
of  the Treaty of  Versailles. [...] No one better than you 
can see that the poster I mention, in this particular point 
falsely represents the political borders of  Central Europe.32
The case with the poster was treated so seriously that it endangered, 
for a couple of  weeks, the very participation of  Germany in the Warsaw 
congress. Finally, the organizers agreed to issue and distribute another 
version of  the print with Free City properly divided from the territory 
32  AfG, Nachlaß Hans Mortensen, sign. 886–5/659–662, Letter from 16 July, 1934.
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of  Poland. Although the Germans doubted if  the new version reaches 
international audience soon enough to undo the damage caused by the 
previous one, they decided to participate.33
The Congress itself  was rather free from such controversies. It sur-
passed former meetings both in numbers of  the participating scholars 
and the number of  official delegations. Not only did Germany appear 
in Warsaw for the first time after a long break. The Polish congress was 
also the first to host the Soviet and Turkish delegations. Traditional-
ly, the hosts dominated the proceeding. One of  the sessions was fully 
devoted to Poland and the participants were virtually buried under the 
avalanche of  Polish geographical publications. There were exhibitions 
of  Polish cartography and Polish paintings and, as always, excursions. 
It was no accident that most of  them led to the border areas of  Pole-
sia, Podolia, the Niemen (Nemunas) and the Dźwina (Dvina), Pomera-
nia and Silesia. They were prepared well. Participants received specialist 
guidebooks filled with all possible data concerning statistics and geog-
raphy on the rout.34 Even the Danzig geographer Creutzburg, who was 
so prompt to criticize the Polish poster, was in the end satisfied with 
the offer of  the organizers to prolong one of  the excursions so that the 
participants can visit Sopot as well as the city he taught in.35
5. Conclusions
The geographers of  Central and Eastern Europe developed couple of  
strategies for the period of  the German absence in international schol-
arly exchange, in the wake of  the Versailles Treaty. Firstly, they invested 
in their representation on the post-war congresses in Cambridge and 
Cairo, where the Polish delegation appeared among the most numerous. 
With time, another strategy designed to facilitate international coopera-
tion was introduced in the form of  Slavic geographical congresses. All 
this was accompanied by stubborn Polish attempts to acquire the priv-
ilege to organize an official international Geographical Congress, the 
most prestigious form of  academic exchange in the field of  geography. 
33  AfG, Nachlaß Hans Mortensen, sign. 886–698–95, Mecking to Mortensen, 
26 July, 1934.
34  See Smoleński, Ormicki 1934.
35  Lencewicz 1934, pp. 167–183.
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These attempts succeeded in 1934, which also marked the end to the 
boycott of  Germany and its former allies.
From a different perspective, the same chain of  events can be inter-
preted as a learning curve of  the region’s geographers. During the early 
post-war international congresses, it became increasingly clear to them 
that none of  the newly created or enlarged states of  Central and East-
ern Europe, even the biggest both in terms of  territory and the devel-
opment of  geography, can seriously hope to gain an advantage from 
the German absence. To the contrary, the boycott affected not only in-
stitutions and individual scholars, but also research topics eliminating 
themes characteristic to Central and Eastern Europe, while at the same 
time the ban on using German during international conferences com-
plicated the life of  local scholars the most of  whom had been trained 
at German and Austrian universities. Slavic congresses could not be 
a remedy for this twist in international research agenda and, further-
more, they had not fulfilled professional hopes attached to them. It be-
came increasingly clear that the exclusion of  Germany and its allies had 
brought about the marginalization of  Central and Eastern Europe on 
the level of  international scholarly cooperation. As shown by Katrin 
Steffen, Martin Kohlrausch and Stefan Wiederkehr, the “remarkable in-
crease in professional communication” was the order of  the day in in-
terwar Central and Eastern Europe.36 Given the experience of  the early 
post-war period the prospect of  Germany’s return to the international 
community of  geographers ceased to be a controversial issue from the 
perspective of  the region’s scholars. Instead, it became an ambition of  
the organizers of  the Warsaw congress to attract German colleagues. 
Given the choice, the Poles and other Central and Eastern European 
scholars preferred an open controversy to a boycott.
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